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Interactive parallel computing 
with IPython







● a Python wrapper
● multiple interfaces:
● terminal (ipython)






















Using IPython parallel: views
● client = IPython.parallel.Client()
● direct_view = client[:]
● lb_view = client.load_balanced_view()
Parallel
  
Using IPython parallel: running code
● call function: view.apply, view.map
● run code (direct view): view.execute




Using IPython parallel: transferring 
objects
● obtain or construct remotely
● transfer directly: view.push, view.pull
● transferred objects must be serialisable
● mkserialisable
● harder to keep track of open files
Parallel — Data
  
Deployment: remote notebook server
● use SSH port-forwarding















  "control": 44408, 
  "task": 44187, 
  "hb_ping": 55066, 
  "exec_key": "c3c70505-de71-4df0-a4a1-d8322e379dee", 
  "mux": 37249, 
  "hb_pong": 35916, 
  "ssh": "jasmintest1.esc.rl.ac.uk", 
  "registration": 48302, 
  "interface": "tcp://127.0.0.1", 
  "iopub": 50664, 
  "pack": "json", 
  "unpack": "json", 









    "controller": "jt1",
    "engines": {
        "jt1": 4,
        "jt2": 4
    },
    "notebooks": [
        {
            "host": "jt1",
            "options": ["--notebook-dir=~/ipython", "--pylab=inline"],
            "clients": ["localhost:5000"]
        }
    ]
}● manual port forwarding
Components
  
Extending the notebook: WSGI 
applications
● supporting WSGI:
    (r"/wsgi/.*", web.FallbackHandler, {'fallback': 
WSGIContainer(wsgi_app)})
● configuration:
    c = get_config()
    c.NotebookApp.wsgi_apps = [{
        'name': 'A WSGI application',
        'application': 'wsgimodule.wsgi_function'
        'autoload': True,
        'height': '200px'
    }]
Notebook
  




dataset serial time s (s) parallel time p (s) s / p
1 189 38.3 4.93
2 276 48.7 5.67
3 368 110 3.35
4 284 49.8 5.70
5 162 36.6 4.43
6 276 50.8 5.43
7 427 114 3.75
8 228 43.3 5.27
9 920 176 5.23
10 204 37.7 5.41
11 271 48 5.65





























● using 4 engines
dataset serial time s (s) parallel time p (s) s / p
1 169 48.7 3.47
2 185 47.3 3.91
3 167 47.5 3.51
4 649 215 3.02
5 191 76.5 2.50
6 178 49.1 3.63
7 245 76.7 3.19
8 197 73 2.70
































● IPython components: kernel, controller, engine, 
client, notebook server
● transferred objects must be serialisable
● mkserialisable
● jasmin-notebook and start-cluster for remote 
components
● ceda-devel IPython branch with WSGI and Pydap 
support






● IPython branch (ceda-devel):
● CEDA Services:
http://proj.badc.rl.ac.uk/cedaservices/browser
/ipython
● GitHub: https://github.com/cedadev/ipython
